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(OS1) S2XV 382 actually physically doing something whatever it might be if it’s 

colouring so be it it will be a skill that will actually make 

something stick with 

(OS2) S5PF 1124 ‘ll sort it all out S0146: >>ANONnameF UNCLEARWORD 

S0129: if I don’t then so be it (.) I’ll watch it on the box S0018: 

Formula one tomorrow S0129: yes S0018: as 

(OS3) S7ZG 423 S0262: and if we’ve got a wee nipper in tow well so be it S0261: 

yes exactly now S0262: ANONnameF and ANONnameM did it 

S0261: yeah and er ANONnameM 

(OS4) SBB2 731 if that means that kids sit in the back not moving S0475: that so be 

it you know S0475: erm yes erm cos there’s nothing worse than 

having 

(OS5) SL46 119 mean it’s a sham that ANONnameM doesn’t have enough space 

(...) so be it S0261: yes (.) so be it (.) so how do you [Text SL76:] 

S0179: so that’s the 

(OS6) SL46 120 shame that ANONnameM doesn’t have enough space (...) so be it 

S0261: yes (.) so be it (.) so how do you [Text SL76:] S0179: so 

that’s the er the start of 

(OS7) SL46 120 she said you could wait up to two hours I said well so be it you 

know I that’s it and so on so S0663: did you 

(OS8) SWU6 572 like the queen I really do S0551: >>I like the queen I do S0547: 

>> long live our noble queen S0549: >>I like the whole r- royal 

family and I 

(OS9) S2EF 1672 ‘s a long line underneath I don’t think everybody did god forbid 

you forgot your ruler one day how to make title pages S0611: we 

(OS10) S376 580 excited I thought that bill would be here by now S0200: god 

fucking forbid when that bill comes in S0387: so unless it came 

and someone’s 

(OS11) S7JG 2664 S0041: when you say it like that it sounds crazy ANONnameF 

S0084: Well heaven forbid you do something that’s crazy (.) crazy 

(.) put you there (.) cook my 

(OS12) S985 1194 because her and ANONnameM live all the way out in ANONplace 

god forbid they come back into ANONplace like of a weekend or 

anything like 

(OS13) SA6W 22 been chewing the the casing but not the (.) actual E45 cream 

S0187: god forbid S0384: well I’m s- I’m so good at chewing now 

I 

(OS14) SBKN 1329 making things out of wood S0632: that’s made out of wood S0634: 

>>heaven forbid S0634: have to do UNCLEARWORD S0632: 

>>do just some sort of trinket out of 

(OS15) SCS9 1477 your life perhaps and --UNCLEARWORD S0530: >>oh my god 

I yeah but S0529: >>god forbid we talk about someone else for 

once like S0530: parents like t- taking 
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(OS16) SDJL 247 her family isn’t it ? S0230: mm S0198: must have some gene god 

forbid S0230: yet she’s so healthy her nan S0198: her nan where’s 

her 

(OS17) SDR9 1509 after them S0084: yeah S0083: you can’t you know our human 

rights law forbid us from saying to people you can't have a child 

S0084: yeah 

(OS18) SN7W 1416 mean it’s tragic (.) to think that they (.) these kids (.) might god 

forbid get to eighteen S0262: yeah lose it S0354: >>and the best 

they can do 

(OS19) SWSL 785 of grass S0689: oh grass S0687: it’s grass S0688: oh is it ? S0689: 

god forbid christ ANONnameM S0689: slam the brakes on S0687: 

>>don’t run over the grass 

(OS20) S5DJ 169 a movie ? S0276: a show this is a show S0275: oh my lord have 

mercy S0276: you should totally watch it S0275: mm mm that is 

too much that 

(OS21) SUJ8 297 be done S0689: >>I win I win I win no I win S0687: >>please 

have mercy have mercy S0689: >>fine twenty pounds twenty 

pounds and S0687: >> lord have mercy S0689: I was 

(OS22) SUJ8 297 S0689: >>I win I win I win no I win S0687: >>please have mercy 

have mercy S0689: >>fine twenty pounds twenty pounds and 

S0687: >>lord have mercy S0689: I wasn’t going 

(OS23) SUJ8 299 win S0687: >>please have mercy have mercy S0689: >>fine 

twenty pounds twenty pounds and S0687: >> lord have mercy 

S0689: I wasn’t going to let you do it S0687: okay twenty pounds 

(OS24) S4KW 312 the van on the motorways of Belgium soon dad S0229: yeah 

S0198: confident ? S0230: god help us S0229: yeah course I am 

S0230: god help us S0198: just don’t drive 

(OS25) S4KW 314 soon dad S0229: yeah S0198: confident ? S0230: god help us 

S0229: yeah course I am S0230: god help us S0198: just don't 

drive as fast as you do in England 

(OS26) SAZX 1934 ‘s that’s how computers worked S0594: alright ANONnameM it’s 

your turn S0600: god help us all S0601: it’s my turn ? S0600[??]: 

yeah S0601: okay bear with me 

(OS27) SJ6L 148 just gonna take a photograph of that with my mobile phone S0297: 

god help us all S0262: and then we’ve got one more ooh we’ve 

(OS28) SK8T 2 going on a couples’ holiday in UNCLEARWORD girls’ holiday 

UNCLEARWORD god help me probably gonna tattoos or 

something oh S0206: couples do that do 

(OS29) SVD4 675 you’re gone ? S0690: er yeah I think so can’t remember S0687: 

god help him S0688: I think you need to go where ANONnameM 

has his done 

(OS30) S4MV 154 so expansive America is fantastic S0607: >>yeah (.) but basically 

so I ditched ANONnameF S0644: >> god bless America (.) sorry 

S0607: I I ditched her S0644: did ya ? S0607: cos I just 

(OS31) S6ZU 105 giving him but S0198: yeah S0231: he did save it up for two weeks 

god bless him S0198: he specifically wanted that didn’t he ? 

S0231: yeah oh yeah 

(OS32) SA9T 43 (.) oh that’s er I’ve got to send it back in (.) god bless them S0015: 

now you’re black now ? S0281: yes please black no sugar 
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(OS33) SEPP 2279 pension which was very good S0424: so she could help us out 

really S0144: >> god bless TB eh ? S0424: god bless TB yeah 

S0424: horrible way to die but 

(OS34) SEPP 2282 S0424: so she could help us out really S0144: >>god bless TB eh 

? S0424: god bless TB yeah S0424: horrible way to die but it 

meant we didn’t 

(OS35) SMKK 365 was in the hospital now it must be easily over now S0148: my god 

S0167: bless him he’s not very well his liver’s gone now he 

(OS36) SR5H 310 it all myself S0592: mm S0600[??]: >>it’s right good Mrs S0601: 

UNCLEARWORD yourself mum S0600: god bless us one and all 

S0594: everyone isn’t it ? S0593: ANONnameF’s vegetarian 

(OS37) STMM 1028 yeah S0530: oh S0529: they’ve all got it all the royal family (.) oh 

god bless him he looks so old (.) I feel sorry for him S0530: oh I 

(OS38) SUXH 589 step tickle you under there S0668: oh it’s gonna be endless S0492: 

god bless Cbeebies S0492: it’s all alright got wipes S0666: >>it’s 

alright we’ve 

(OS39) S8CV 653 S0687: so is everybody S0688: no actually Terry Wogan was a 

very modest man S0689: god rest his soul he’s looking down on 

us we we can see 

(OS40) SR7T 491 UNCLEARWORD like that let us know we’ll S0394: >>yeah 

S0391: >>when he sings God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen S0395: 

we were a bit last minute just well you 
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(IO1) S38V 774 a lot for your nan S0198: >>yeah that yeah S0192: and for the 

grandchildren S0198: if only she could get paid to do that S0192: 

yeah definitely wouldn’t be 

(IO2) S38V 1700 takes a while to heat I think it’s a bit disappointing S0198: >> if 

only we had a box to put these in rather than it’s 

(IO3) S6JP 178 Scot S0446: I’m being a Scot S0329: ANONnameM you’re 

really S0352: so what if only (.) if only (.) our horse had started 

running just a little bit earlier 

(IO4) S8B9 1521 don’t want you to beat yourself up about things and think if only 

I’d done that and if only I’d done that that 

(IO5) SA9P 560 how to S0673: cos L UNCLEARWORD S0671: L’s gonna be 

helpful S0675: yeah if only I had a W S0671: UNCLEARWORD 

S0675: maybe UNCLEARWORD well I’ve got havy 

(IO6) SB9K 1094 like chocolate S0198: what does that bit UNCLEARWORD ? 

don’t know S0192: no if only this was eg- er chicken and not egg 

(.) there I’ve taken 

(IO7) SBQ6 685 used to say to very parents’ evening ANONnameF so much 

better if only she applied herself S0517: yeah S0558: cos she’s 

capable of so much more 

(IO8) SBQ6 1284 it I said well you know you can go to university oh if only you 

could just go and just play sport all the time would 
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(IO9) SBSJ 230 I do quite fancy em pancakes S0086: pancakes is quite an 

inspired suggestion (.) if only we had crispy duck to go in the 

pancakes (.) where do we 

(IO10) SBTC 175 and we natter with them for hours and hour and hours and if only 

they were er busy road S0199: a bit closer S0192: British then 

we could 

(IO11) SCG9 85 ‘s quite a good kind of revenge thing on him that he if only he’d 

done it in a a sensible good way rather than 

(IO12) SCRM 920 S0603: yeah well I mean will will Algiers come out again ? (.) if 

only if Algiers is here so it’s only gonna come up 

(IO13) SF3V 1043 erm the the tax implications (.) and he’s sixty-three S0282: how 

extraordinary S0287: god if only ANONnameN finished last year 

the same thing well he went down 

(IO14) SF3V 1443 insisted on me (.) having a car S0282: pah S0288: it was a very 

expensive S0282: >> if only our father had insisted on having 

cars instead of having to ask 

(IO15) SF7M 15 S0655: >>toys S0653: for toys ? S0655: I put I’d probably put 

one (.) oh if only bunnies hatched out of eggs then I could put a 

s- a 

(IO16) SGN8 1286 it just makes people go oh X bar S0192: yeah so erm (.) yeah if 

only they’d have taught them about W H movement and Noel 

subjects 

(IO17) SJB4 5267 and have an amazing time with another person for ten years 

S0199: mm S0192: if only life was structured more like that 

where ending the last relationship is 

(IO18) SJB4 5269 where ending the last relationship isn’t the be-all and end-all 

S0199: mm S0192: if only we could move on S0199: >>mm 

S0192: and still be close with the other 

(IO19) SKHW 620 ‘s like Christmas the fifteenth again S0330: it’s like S0331: oh 

my god if only S0330: oh man S0326: >>we should watch a 

movie S0331: yeah S0328: wait till we get 

(IO20) SKMV 471 what I think that Jane Austen was saying Mr Darcy fucking hell 

if only she could have said that S0298: I’ve I’ve actually never 

seen 

(IO21) SM8E 212 it’s a bit ridiculous to say you don’t like it S0655: if only it was 

fatter S0653: mm ? just butter ? S0655: if only it was 

(IO22) SM8E 214 like it S0655: if only it was fatter S0653: mm ? just butter ? 

S0655: if only it was fatter S0653: fatter ? S0655: I got that from 

Mr ANONnameN’s 

(IO23) SM8E 222 S0653: it was in Julius Caesar ? what by Shakespeare ? S0655: 

no yeah S0653: >>if only it was fatter ? S0655: if only he was 

fatter S0653: oh if only 

(IO24) SM8E 223 what by Shakespeare ? S0655: no yeah S0653: >>if only it was 

fatter ? S0655: if only he was fatter S0653: oh if only he was 

fatter who was it 

(IO25) SM8E 224 S0653: >>if only it was fatter ? S0655: if only he was fatter 

S0653: oh if only he was fatter who was it talking about ? S0655: 

h- Julius Caesar 

(IO26) SMC2 1551 I was sat on the bed on the phone to my mum if only we hadn’t 

had that exam on Wednesday S0206: >>that week I was 
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(IO27) SMKK 222 come and he did say to me the other day on Skype if only I could 

give everything up to come to London with you and 

(IO28) SMRV 88 S0405: >>red Fanta S0556: but this is meant to be the orange 

flavour oh if only they had the pineapple flavour S0555: the 

pineapple ? S0405: Fanta is orange already 

(IO29) SNA4 516 cos a packet of seeds S0579: >>yeah S0454: you get about fifty 

so even if only half of them grew S0579: >>oh well (.) 

UNCLEARWORD S0454: >>that’s a huge mark 

(IO30) SNMN 392 bike ? S0571: we’d let you bike down every day and you S0517: 

>>if only you’d get on your bike and go (.) mm S0571: only to 

the 

(IO31) SNNJ 904 social reject things like people talk about ? they’re like oh if only 

we didn’t have to deal with the real world UNKMALE[??]: er we 

(OS32) SP9Z 533 I will be reading it for fun I think it’s interesting if only to 

S0685: I mean this society wasn’t that uncritical of it you 

(IO33) SQ6T 100 but I wouldn’t need those it cos there’s nobody there if only there 

was somebody there S0604[??]: >>yeah but if nobody’s there 

S0492: >>doesn’t 

(IO34) SQPN 1090 both charged up the batteries I think maybe they (.) got some 

more (.) if only the (...) S0376[??]: well the ANONnameM’s a bit 

S0104: >>mm (.) ANONnameF filled ANONnameM’s 

(IO35) SR3K 1240 you did S0604: why didn’t you use the other door ? S0603: 

streaker UNKFEMALE[??]: if only somebody would mend the 

door S0493: I’ll mend it for you mum 

(IO36) SRL9 110 I’ve got S0590: >>no I don’t think I’ve ever tried S0588: if only 

S0590: >>I don’t think I could S0588: >>there was a job that 

S0590: >>I 

(IO37) SUNM 3055 say to us well he he was really nice and said oh if only I’d just 

charged a fiver for the kids cos now they 

(IO38) SV28 149 are nice though it is nice to have a big bay window (.) if only 

they were a little bit clean S0198: I know they’re not even 

(IO39) SWSL 51 more there than the find actually S0687: yeah I’m sure there are 

if only we had Bill (.) he’s got quite a good sense of smell 

(IO40) SWYP 182 a bit off that’s it yeah (...) S0456: I think I’m here S0463: if only 

I’d known ANONnameM goes to bed early I would’ve S0456: 

yeah 

(IO41) SF3V 1443 insisted on me (.) having a car S0282: pah S0288: it was a very 

expensive S0282: >>if only our father had insisted on having 

cars instead of having to ask 

(IO42) SY5E 965 now couldn’t they ? S0229: they’ll be home five six o’clock (.) if 

only they don’t keep ANONnameM over there with them S0198: 

don’t know 

(IO42) SYNT 178 it ? S0273: but erm yeah she seems to be fine settled and if only 

I could say the same about ANONnameM S0272: did he find 

some accommodation 
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(IW1) SYNT 11 coffee with ANONnameF I can’t it’s really inconvenient for me 

S0273: >>I wish I could have persuaded ANONnameM to work 

on that principle S0272: er well 

(IW2) S3RZ 617 ANONnameF to bring some over with her S0144: yeah well I 

could drink (.) I wish I had bought some Ruddles (.) that 's my 

favourite S0024: yeah ? Oh 

(IW3) SEGJ 42 yours was like Canadian bacon and something I didn’t know 

S0635: oh I wish I could remember now cos I I think it was weird 

there 

(IW4) SYWB 350 swimming lots of swimming S0417: it’s cool swimming isn’t it ? 

I wish I could swim a bit more or I wish I could actually 

(IW5) STWC 851 that’s like that’s not gonna work at all either S0326: I wish 

someone would rub my belly S0331: I didn’t write that S0331: 

what’s 

(IW6) S2GC 897 to go isn’t it ? S0144: well it’s quite a walk S0024: >>I wish it 

was this side of ANONplace S0144: mm S0024: yeah it’s it’s 

(IW7) SZ98 605 to my dad anyway so S0441: daddy S0439: that’s the thing 

sometimes like I wish my parents lived closer so I could live at 

home like it 

(IW8) SQWC 1307 week S0084: Cos I don’t know anyone who would say that (...) 

Oh I wish I could actually swim (.) that 's what I need (...) He 's an 

(IW9) S2DD 1091 ‘s nice all I were where they live S0687: I wish I c- I wish I’d 

seen it S0688: mm it’s erm S0690: so you’ve not 

(IW10) SCWJ 691 a S0518: >>I have to say (.) I wish I hadn’t bothered 

ANONnameF I wish I’d just stayed as I was (.) for S0517: >>do 

you ? S0518: yeah 

(IW11) S7NH 262 that are on that side S0084: oh yeah S0083: and that will taken 

over S0083: (...) I wish I had some money (.) I would put a fence 

all the way 

(IW12) SXSM 176 free free taxi S0529: >>yeah I feel that S0530: I just it was nice 

I wish they’d told us from the beginning it was free because it 

(IW13) SE3Y 628 ‘s the good thing I like about it is that there’s I wish I’d thought of 

it there’s sort of all separate plots 

(IW14) SE6F 351 no one in the world played it it was so much fun (.) I wish that 

was still a thing (.) it was a bit like this but 

(IW15) SQE6 245 mean S0587: >>I just want to just punch myself in the face 

S0587: UNCLEARWORD S0583: I wish you’d do that S0586: no 

the weird thing is like we we 

(IW16) SJKD 383 to do the other snowman S0621: ANONnameF look at my 

Christmas pudding UNKFEMALE[??]: UNCLEARWORD 

UNKFEMALE[??]: I wish I could just kiss it but I can’t cos it’ll 

(IW17) SNNG 100 it said dear ANONnameF and ANONnameF erm it is with regret 

that I wish to hand in my notice I’m not happy working at the 
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(IW18) S8S2 9 Turner S0202: that’s good clever S0218: and this Alicia Keys 

Annette Keys S0202: (...) ah I wish them spots would bugger off 

(...) and it’s sent done S0218: done and 

(IW19) SHTW 466 I love coming down here S0013: >>mm S0278: looking after this 

lot I wish I wish we were allowed to do more but there’s a lot of 

(IW20) STGP 248 that they that I had that opportunity to learn that I mean I wish 

I hadn’t had to learn it in the way that I 

(IW21) STG9 600 and I got rid of all of mine and I thought god I wish I’d kept them 

so S0632: some of your records S0636: >>I do love 

(IW22) SVFH 689 my god you’d love that S0250: yeah ? S0253: it’s about oh I wish 

we had it ANONnameF showed it me on DVD it’s got 

(IW23) SDXW 326 that’s what I’m that’s just (.) that’s just the S0278: I wish I knew 

what the speaker connectors were they do look like BT 

(IW24) SLRY 225 with a smaller garden UNCLEARWORD house has 

UNCLEARWORD the garden S0324: oh mm S0325: I wish we 

just had like a balcony and then you could just put 

(IW25) SYWB 350 n’t it ? I wish I could swim a bit more or I wish I could actually 

swim S0416: well UNCLEARWORD S0417: >>but at least he’s 

good 

(IW26) S575 424 tucked underneath him S0017: ANONnameF’s here watching him 

S0019: mm S0017: intently S0019: Silly boy S0018: I wish 

S0019: silly boy S0018: Barclays would just give you an online 

record of all 

(IW27) S8CV 333 stay or not S0689: yeah S0687: (...) this caravan’s a bit of a slow-

mo (.) I wish we could overtake a bit whoa careful S0688: 

>>whoa S0687: jesus S0688: what were you 

(IW28) SUTB 622 was funny though S0330: it was fucking brilliant and it felt so 

good S0328: >> I wish I’d been able to stay awake S0330: you 

were gone dude do 

(IW29) SL3R 224 S0324: yeah she’s like S0325: well I like Carrie S0324: yeah like 

Carrie S0325: >>I wish I could meet her S0324: yeah I’m also 

jealous S0325: I know even 

(IW30) S9GP 1018 I remember one time my friend in Berlin told me such er I wish it 

was recorded her telling me this story about how one time 

(IW31) S632 2612 sense now I understand S0208: UNCLEARWORD just so much 

energy S0211: >>it’s alright S0222: I wish I had that much 

energy I’d be much less fat S0208: I 

(IW32) S72E 751 disgusted by it S0510: er I’m no I’m I’m just S0509: >>I wish I 

was a punk rocker with flowers in my hair S0510: >>in my 

(IW33) SL9V 806 Smiths and these kind of things S0198: >>yeah you’re gonna 

UNCLEARWORD S0192: I wish town centres were more 

interactive and were more like places you go 
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(IW34) S9E6 599 and I want to be like peaceful and pacifist S0326: yeah S0380: but 

S0326: sometimes I wish sometimes I wish that I could like te- 

we- te- tell you 

(IW35) S59W 42 on what to write ? S0152: I’m just going to do the I wish to apply 

for this job cos it’s an application form plus 

(IW36) S9E6 599 to be like peaceful and pacifist S0326: yeah S0380: but S0326: 

sometimes I wish sometimes I wish that I could like te- we- te- 

tell you things to say 

(IW37) SDJA 1059 time (.) the amount of conversations S0328: >>just right now or 

like S0383: no forever S0328: I wish I could be like S0383: >>the 

amount of conversations I have to have 

(IW38) SDA8 752 gonna start it S0330: >>UNCLEARWORD S0328: yeah I’ll do it 

again though I wish you could just send put a picture of you and 

then they 

(IW39) S94U 198 though putting all these things S0618: >>follow your bliss S0619: 

into place S0618: yeah S0619: and I wish you know I don’t I was 

gonna say I wish 

(IW40) SRBZ 440 but but she’s lovely company she’s never says you know I wish 

I’d seen you more often and whatev- S0238: >>mm yeah S0389: 

she never 

(IW41) SXRR 752 I go out S0041: >>UNCLEARWORD loves the granny dress (.) 

you know (.) of which I wish they’d ordered me another one 

already cos that one looks even 

(IW42) STXT 27 S0245: erm S0246[??]: >>what ? S0400: instrumental musication 

S0245: do you want the strudel ANONnameF ? S0246[??]: I wish 

I was in something no ANONnameF’s cooking her tea so we 

(IW43) S7K2 145 ‘ve got that sort of mind haven’t you to ? S0281: >>well I wish I 

was S0355: well S0355: it’s only they say li- er erm it 

(IW44) SFXU 718 use it you haven’t contributed S0012: I mean that idiot Clegg 

UNCLEARWORD S0013: >>I wish I hadn’t opted out of paying 

them (.) I opted without S0012: >>yeah 

(IW45) SVFH 1270 I would like to be in the office a little bit like I wish I had the 

option but he just doesn’t want me going 

(IW46) SXFD 934 like not to sound like S0678: there’s a few people that I I wish I 

knew more or didn’t know so much you for example 

(IW47) SMW8 1665 anyway yes erm S0316: you were doing that at school ? S0255: 

no I I wish we were S0316: >>oh S0255: >>no we were doing all 

about the Iron Age 

(IW48) SVNL 1514 Summer Time so that we put the clocks two hours forwards and I 

wish they’d make up their minds (.) the the argument about 

abolishing it 
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(IW49) S632 1558 hate it UNCLEARWORD smoking UNCLEARWORD not be a 

social thing S0221: sorry ? S0222: I wish smoking wasn’t a social 

thing S0221: UNCLEARWORD S0222: but why’d you say 

(IW50) SAUR 367 when we came back from France I said to ANONnameF oh god 

I wish I’d taken the book to France S0192: UNCLEARWORD 

S0189: was the book ? 

(IW51) S5XD 3914 no S0192: >>I love him but I I don’t wanna say I wish she didn’t 

have him but I feel to a certain degree 

(IW52) SRG8 472 scrub that S0144: nah S0024: scrub that move on S0144: no not 

deleting that S0144: so S0024: I wish I’d bought some chocolate 

S0144: yeah me too S0024: no no no S0144: no 

(IW53) SDHB 2464 

 

(.) in London a whole street I forget the name of the street I wish 

I could remember but S0008: >>oh I know the one you 're talking 

(IW54) S954 246 know they say to you like oh I know who you are I wish we were 

friends blah blah blah and then you’re like okay 

(IW55) SKPB 709 you know these towels that haven’t got the stuff in them I wish I 

could remember it all S0320: >>I remem- I remember you telling 

me 

(IW56) S94U 198 I wish you know I don’t I was gonna say I wish I was more like 

ANONnameM and I was just spontaneous but I 

(IW57) SD3R 1300 S0336: yeah S0344: >>do you know what I mean like S0350[??]: 

>>you don’t know S0344: I wish you’d stop S0350[??]: >>I know 

it would S0344: >>with this shit because like 

(IW58) SD3R 2155 to fucking hit me S0350[??]: when you’re in these situations like 

S0344: >>honestly I wish you guys were there S0350[??]: you 

being abused S0344: and they’re just like 

(IW59) SB5E 1299 mine leaks all the time like the shower and it just S0532: >>yeah 

I wish we had like proper cleaners and S0529: >>and you have to 

clean and 

(IW60) SC6N 39 na smu- S0324: she’s like it’s smudged it’s smudged oh I wish I 

had a piece of paper can I just stick it over 

 

 


